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ABSTRACT: Software industry is using various customized models such as Rational Unified Process
(RUP), eXtreme Programming (XP) and SCRUM. XP and Scrum are most widely practiced and
documented agile models. Both XP and Scrum work well for small projects whereas RUP is suitable for
large projects. A fine integration of these models is required to deal with small, medium and large projects.
This paper is written to highlight some of the characteristics, strengths and weaknesses of RUP, XP and
SCRUM. In this research, a novel framework is proposed. The proposed framework is a fine combination
of strengths of RUP, XP and SCRUM in order to achieve high quality software and enhance the team
productivity.
Key words: RUP, XP, Scrum, Process Model, SDLC
frequently delivering working software, and close
1. INTRODUCTION
Document driven approaches are widely used now days in collaboration of business people and developers [6]. It has
software industry due to its methodical and straightforward been highlighted through studies and surveys that unlike
nature for all kinds of projects. These approaches are also Document Driven companies, the companies which opted
providing better predictability and high assurance due to its agile approach are more customer-centric and satisfy the
potential benefits for large scale projects [1]. Document- customer more than document driven companies [3]. One
driven approaches for software development provide a very reason for this observation is the ability of agile approach to
structured and formalized way for stable requirements. welcome change in requirements rather discouraging it as in
That’s why these approaches are also very beneficial when the traditional approach. Hence Agile helps creating a more
we deal with large scale projects due to their satisfactory relationship with the client [7].
straightforwardness. Rational Unified Process is also one of Scrum is a popular agile technique used to develop and
them, follows an iterative and incremental approach for manage software. It is necessary to understand certain roles
software development [2]. Some of the conventional models and responsibilities of people in Scrum lifecycle. There is a
include Waterfall Model, RAD Models, Spiral Model and Product Owner whose responsibility is to define business
RUP Model etc. [3]. The newly proposed novel framework value and requirements of project. Moreover the Product
contains RUP that is used not only to provide skeleton, Owner also prioritizes the requirements. Another stakeholder
structured and formalized way throughout SDLC but also in Scrum is the Scrum Master. Scrum Master is the Project
strengthen XP practices through its philosophy. This novel Manager of the project [8]. Extreme Programming is the
framework will also highlight some of very useful practices most famous agile technique. XP use story cards for
from RUP, but their applicability depends on the nature and elicitation. A user story is the description that provides
business value to the customer. Below is a diagram that
type of project.
Rational Unified Process is an incremental and Iterative, depicts the life cycle of Extreme Programming approach.
architectural centric approach, which is based on sound Moreover the techniques like brainstorming, interviews and
software engineering principles. It is a well defined process prioritization are also used in elicitation process. In XP,
model that provides step by step guidelines to develop object there are certain rules that need to be followed [3]. Extreme
oriented software [3]. RUP has been evolved [4] in different Programming provides best engineering practices for a good
eras in different situations. RUP framework is of two quality product at small scale [9].
dimensional one is called Phases and the other one is Section 2 describes literature review. Section 3 illustrates
Disciplines. Phases in fact represent four major stages research design. Section 4 covers the proposed framework.
Inception, Elaboration, Construction and Transition [3]. Any 2. RELATED WORK
application that follows RUP should have to gone through RUP is a document driven, heavy weight approach for
these four stages otherwise the project success could be at software development and is still widely acceptable in
risk. Second dimension called Disciplines. These are the software industry for its numerous and tremendous
logical activities that need to be performed throughout the strengths. RUP provides a very structured and methodical
life cycle of the project. The disciplines are further divided way of development for large scale projects [2][3].
into sub-disciplines; one is called main discipline while the RUP gives high predictability, stability and good quality
other one is support Discipline [5].
results for large scale projects due to its straightforwardness
Agile is a term used for a collection of software [10]. RUP focuses significantly on producing more
development techniques that gain popularity in the documentation whose major benefit is to manage and
beginning of 21st century. Unlike traditional waterfall maintain the system rather than on tacit knowledge of
approaches, these techniques emphasize on improved individuals [5].
customer satisfaction, adapting to changing requirements, RUP guides and helps software developers and testers
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through defined testing mechanism for complex and large
scale projects. RUP is very suitable in case of stable
requirements [10]. RUP mainly focus on process rather than
individual people, [11]. That’s the reason changing in
development team structure or leaving any individuals
doesn’t affect too much to overall success. RUP provides a
well defined mechanism to model the business as compared
to agile. RUP defines and provides an established way to
handle non-functional requirements as compared to agile
[12].
RUP has the capability to manage the whole development
efficiently with new technology as compared to agile [13].
RUP provides a good mechanism and formalized way to
capture user requirements through different elicitation
techniques as compared to agile. RUP provides a well
defined procedure for software deployment as compared to
agile. RUP provides and establish a defined link from use
cases to code as compared to agile [3][4][5].
RUP is unable to manage and handle thee frequently
changing business requirements and that’s the reason, RUP
has the tendency to be over budgeted and behind the
schedule specially in changing requirements [1]. RUP also
doesn’t produce very good results to provide reliability,
simplicity and to achieve more improvements in productivity
in changing business requirements [14].
It is experimentally proved by different researchers that
during software development, Requirements often get
changed by at least 25% or more [15]. RUP as being a
conventional method was not initially designed to cope with
these changing business and technical requirements
efficiently. So, it’s also one of the limitations of RUP to
make complete set of requirements upfront. Delivered
application’s functionality is too little when we compare it
with spent time [16]. Sometimes, it is seen that the built
application is more than desired [17] and built lower priority
first.
Developed application is of poor quality due to high
software bugs rates. It s also seen that poor project
management results in assigning wrong resources that leads
to project failure [18].
Good Requirement Engineering and Management is one of
the key factors in the success of the projects. According to
the Standish Group Survey, incomplete requirements and
changing requirements and specifications were significant
contributors to project failure [19]. In another study, Taylor
reports that “70% of projects failed at requirement definition
stage and 80% also claimed that clear and detailed
requirements were a critical success criterion.” [19]. One of
the most important aspects of requirement management is
managing the changing requirements. Requirements get
changed during the course of development process as well as
after the software releases are shipped to the customer.
There are many reasons for requirement changes. Among
several reasons an important reason is the lack of
communication and coordination between the customer and
the development team. Therefore unlike Waterfall or
traditional development approach, Agile has devised a
technique to keep continuous relationship with client.
In order to understand how agile produce good results as
compared to RUP in changing business requirements, at
first, we need to know the reasons for changing
requirements. There are several reasons for requirements to
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change. Some of the important reasons are described as
follows: [20].
•
Customers and end users usually do not have
complete understanding of their needs and requirements.
But as the project progresses they start developing better
understanding of the domain and hence request for
changing the already stated requirements.
•
As the development proceeds, some inconsistencies
in requirements are highlighted. This leads to requirement
change.
•
During the period of development or in the
maintenance stage, the priorities of the customer get
changed and hence changes in requirements are proposed.
•
The requirements can change if the platform or the
environment of the system changes due to some reason.
•
Requirements can also be changed if it is too
expensive or too difficult to implement under the set of
given conditions.
The changes in organization for which the software is
being developed can also result in changing the business
requirements. RUP is an object oriented process model that
takes an incremental and iterative approach and is based on
sound software engineering principles [12]. It describes
well defined disciplines that acts as a skeleton for all kinds
of projects especially for large scale but doesn’t give
simplicity, dramatic change in progress, frequent
adaptation to changing requests [21]. Scrum provides best
mechanism to manage and track the application
development but lacks of structured approach and best
engineering practices [18]. XP has best engineering
practices but lack of structured and formalized nature as
well as lack of best managerial aspects [22].
Our core objective/problem is to develop high quality
software and to increase the productivity by combining the
strengths of XP, Scrum and RUP models that is much
more beneficial for clients. In order to achieve the
described goal, it is the need of the hour to combine the
strengths RUP, Scrum and XP while suppressing their
weaknesses. Project Managers face biggest challenge in
exercising suitable methodology for their projects.
Selecting a suitable methodology enables to bring quality
in a project and completes it in less time and according to
schedule.
3. RESEARCH DESIGN
The primary intention of conducting this case study is to
develop an application that is based on the guidelines of
Hybrid Proposed model. There were total six team
members and the duration of this case study was 1.75
months. Online CIIT Library Management System was
developed and total number of iteration required to build
this system was four. There was a training session before
the starting of application development with an objective
to get much more understanding about Hybrid Proposed
model.
Team members were excellent in their skills while
performing term applications. They also had satisfactory
information about agile methodologies and their respective
practices. They also had good knowledge about RUP
process model before moving towards implementation.
However, in order to achieve better quality results there
was a training session about the Proposed Hybrid model
description in which they were completely familiarized
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about Scrum management procedures, roles and artifacts.
They were also given a complete description about very
useful XP engineering practices and basic philosophy like
simple design, pair programming, test driven approach,
continuous integration, coding standards, usefulness about
the on-site availability of customer as well as different
quality and productivity aspects of XP practices. They
were also given detail knowledge about RUP process
models, logical activities and their objectives as well as all
related tasks required to perform in each logical activity. In
short they were given a complete set of steps how to
proceed in application development. Team of developers,
testers and others worked under the guidelines of Scrum
master. It was first ensuring that the team structure must
balance in each aspect.
4. THE PROPOSED INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK
In figure 1, the three major phases and six logical activities
provide the skeleton, methodical and structured way of
software development. The four major phases of RUP are
now reduced to three and nine major logical activities of
RUP are now reduced to six to make more efficient the
process and to provide simplicity. All of the six logical
activities of RUP can be used in each phase of this
proposed hybrid model. Business investigation and Design
is the main player in Domain Analysis and Design phase.
The Implementation and Testing are the main logical
activities of ‘Production and Validation’ phase, where as
the Deployment and Configuration are the logical activities
in Evolution phase. This proposed framework not only
provides the skeleton and structured approach through its
phases and logical activities but also supports engineering
points of view with some of its very useful activities along
with XP practices whose detail is given below in logical
activities for each phase.

Figure 1 The Proposed Integrated Framework

Formal procedures (Daily Scrum Meeting, Sprint Planning
Meeting and Sprint Review Meeting) and job responsibilities
(SM, Developers, Product owner) and objects (Product
Backlog, Sprint Backlog, Burn down Chart) of Scrum can be
fixed into the proposed model without any difficulty. The
daily scrum meeting, sprint planning meeting and sprint
review meeting can be conducted iteratively in each phase of
proposed model. Their detail is given in development cycle.
XP, on the other hand, provides best engineering practices
(Simple design, User stories, Metaphor, Pair programming,
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Collective ownership, Coding standards, Integration, Test
driven development, On-site customer and 40-hours work)
can also be fixed into the proposed model’s phases in
different logical activities without any difficulty.
Another important factor of having documentation is that, as
XP and Scrum welcomes change during the course of
software development with known architecture and more
often facilitates in case of an existing system development.
That’s why; this change management doesn’t cross the
boundary and disturb the design and architecture of existing
system. But, when we deal with new system under the
guidelines of XP and Scrum, we must have some mechanism
that guides us how to manage the change request frequently.
This change request mechanism leads towards the modeling
at minimum level not only used to manage changes
frequently but also helps to identify some major risks
associated with application and to handle non-functional
requirements effectively.

5. CONCLUSION
Document-driven approaches for software development
provides a very structured and formalized process for
software development through its deep planning, analysis and
design, codified process and heavy documentation. Agile
process models follows an iterative and incremental
approach, heavily focus on constant customer collaboration
delivering early release through small iterations, provides low
bug rates, and frequent adaptation of changing business
requirements.
RUP is an object oriented process model that takes an
incremental and iterative approach and is based on sound
software engineering principles. It describes well defined
disciplines that acts as a skeleton for all kinds of projects
especially for large scale but doesn’t give best engineering
practices in order to achieve simplicity, reliability and quick
adaptation to changing requirements. Scrum provides best
mechanism to manage and track the application development
but lacks of structured approach and best engineering
practices. XP has best engineering practices but lack of
structured and formalized nature as well as lack of best
managerial aspects.
Our core objective of this research is to get high quality
software that should be according to schedule, meet
customer expectations at higher rates and increase team
productivity. For this, there is a novel Hybrid framework
that integrates the strengths of XP, RUP and Scrum
methodologies while suppressing their weaknesses. Scrum
will provide best managerial practices through its
ceremonies, roles and artifacts throughout SDLC. RUP is
used not only to provide skeleton, structured and formalized
way throughout SDLC but also strengthen XP practices
through its philosophy. This novel framework will also
highlight some of very useful practices from RUP, but their
applicability depends on the nature and type of project. XP is
too much famous for its engineering practices like pair
programming, user stories, test driven development as well
as productivity enhancement activity i.e. 40 hours work.
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